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Abstract 

As it is time consuming and dependent on a single resource to download a bigger size file using a single internet connection, one 

may not finish the process with the mentioned possibilities. Even if we have additional resources like computers and additional 

internet connections, it is still unused. To overcome all these demerits our project download manager can be used. When we 

want to download a bigger file instead of downloading it in a single system, our software splits the file, into more than one part 

and those parts can be downloaded parallel using the available resources then it can be merged into single file that we wanted to 

download. Hereby our software reduces the time and uses the idle resources.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In computer networks, to download is to receive data from a remote system, typically a server such as web server, an ftp server, 

an email server or other similar systems. A download is a file offered for downloading or that has been downloaded, or the 

process of receiving such a file. In internet each and every file will be stored on separate servers where each server has a specific 

IP address. These IP addresses will be represented by domain name which is called as URL. For example www.google.com is an 

URL. Each file can be located by specific URL called download URL. So in order to download a file we need to enter the 

download URL. While we download a file from the URL, it will be stored in a single system and it will use only one internet 

connection. so this traditional method will not make use of the idle resources which increases the time for downloading that file 

eventually it will not take much time if additional resources are used. Let us consider a person doing a work is always time 

consuming but doing the same work with more than one person will always reduce the time it actually takes. For example, the 

work is to move documents from one shelf to another shelf. Let us consider if one person does this work which increases the 

time and also the workload. If the same work done by three people which reduces the time by three times that is being taken by 

the single person. This distributing concept is used in our downloading software. Our project allows multiple users to download a 

particular file and merge operation carried out download process is completed. The time taken to complete the process will 

depend upon number of users participating in the download process. IP address is used to identify a particular user in a network. 

So connection between the users has been established by the IP address and the port number. The aspect of this software is to 

utilize the idle resources which save time during the process. To apply the distributing concept to reduce the time being taken in 

the normal downloading software and to utilize the idle computers and idle internet connections. Files (Need to download) has to 

download parallel in more than one computer using more than one internet connection and it has to get back to the computer 

where the download initiated. Finally, the merge process has to produce the actual file in the initiated computer. This paper is 

organized as follows: Section I is an   introduction of downloading process. Section II discusses the downloading mechanism for 

both existing and proposed system. Section  discusses the implementation part of downloading process. Finally section IV and 

V mentioning the applications and concludes the paper. 
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II. DOWNLOADING MECHANISM 

 Download 

Downloading generally transfers entire files for local storage and later use, as contrasted with streaming, where the data is used 

nearly immediately, while the transmission is still in progress, and which may not be stored long-term. Increasingly, websites 

that offer streaming media or media displayed in-browser, such as YouTube, and which place restrictions on the ability of users 

to save these materials to their computers after they have been received. 

 
Fig. 1: Download Architecture 

Downloading is not the same as data transfer; moving or copying data between two storage devices would be data transfer, but 

receiving data from the Internet would be downloading 

 Existing System 

The Existing software receives the download URL, the storage location  as input and it make use of ARP protocol by which URL 

changes the domain name into IP address and locates that particular server in the internet and requests the file in that server. 

Once the server validates the request, provides the file to the software which has been requested.  The download software creates 

one stream and buffer. The stream connects the computer and the server like a pipe. Buffer length must be specified earlier. 

Buffer gets filled by the server and it travels through the stream and received in the computer. This operation repeated till the 

entire file received in the computer. Then the stream gets closed and file stored in the local storage. It is one to one 

communication where there is one server and one receiving computer.The present software receives the input as the download 

URL and it make use of ARP protocol by which  

 
Fig. 2: Internet Download Manager Architecture 

URL changes the domain name into IP address and locates that particular server in the internet and requests the file in that 

server. Once the server validates the request, provides the file to the software which has been requested. The download software 

receives the file and save it in the computer. The disadvantage of existing system is the only one internet connection and one 

system is required to complete this task. 
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III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Instead of having one computer for downloading the proposed system uses more than one computer. The files gets split into 

number of parts according to the computer participated in the process, and those parts downloads parallel in allotted computers 

which reduces the time for downloading the file and uses the idle resources.  

First the computer which starts the process of downloading takes the download URL, storage location and the number of 

computers as input and sends it to the nearby computers which participated in the process.  At this point of time the computer 

which receives the information must be connected in the same network. The computers can terminate its connection with the 

initiated computer once the information gets received. Then it does the process of downloading with its internet connection. The 

requested file gets split into number of parts and the computer does the process of download the part which was allocated to 

them. After this process these computers can terminate its connection with the internet and establishes the connection to the 

computer which initiates the download process. Then the merge process starts after it receives all parts from the other 

participated computer. Merge operation merges the parts into single file which is the file we are requested initially. 

It has one to many communications where there is one server and multiple receivers 

 Idea 

We can distribute the work to many workers instead of doing that work by a single worker. With this concept we can distribute 

the process of downloading a file to many computers instead of downloading it by a single computer. 

 Instructions 

There is no need of connection between the computers which are participating the process at the time of downloading. But the 

computer must be connected in the same network at the time of beginning and ending of the process. So it is recommended that 

the computer participating the process must be present in the same place.  

 Function 

The computer which starts the processhave to take responsibility to send the downloading information to the nearby computers.  

At this point of time the computer which receives the information must be connected in the same network. Once the information 

received it can terminate its connection with the other computer. Then it does the process of downloading with its internet 

connection. The requested file can be splitted into number of parts and each partsdownloaded in every participated computers. 

Once this process completed these computers can terminate its connection with the internet and it has to connect to the computer 

which initiates the download process. Then the merge process invoked after it receives all parts from the other computer.Merge 

operation merges the parts into single file which is the file we are requested initially. 

 
Fig. 3: System Architecture 

 Advantages 

The disadvantage in the existing architecture is the entire process of downloading requires only one internet connection and one 

computer. The proposed architecture makes use of the idle resources that are more than one internet connection and more than 

one computer which will reduce the time being taken in the existing systems. 
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

The entire process is divided into certain sub process which is menu process, Local server process, Supporting server process, 

Download process and merge process.  

 Menu Process 

It is the first module that appears on the screen when we run this software. Other modules like Ordinary_downloader, 

Local_server, and Client can be navigated from this module. This module also displays the record of the files that are 

downloaded or being downloading using this software from which we can invoke the resume or restart operations easily. We can 

delete the record of the downloaded files easily. It uses several other functionalities like refresh_history to update these records 

or it can be refreshed automatically when we invoke this module and Manual_merge from this we can easily do manage like 

copying and merging manually. 

 Local server 

This module gets the download URL, storage location and the number of computers in the process as input. Then it has to send 

the download information to the other computer so it takes the IP address as input and one pre-defined port number given already 

by which nearby computer connected and sent the information. After it transmits to every other computer it invokes the 

download process. 

 Supporting Server 

This module receives the download information from the local server and invokes the download process. First it opens a 

connection in a particular port number and the local server connects to it using the IP address of the supporting server computer 

and the specified port number. Then with the received information it calls the Download process to start the download. 

 Download 

This module can be invoked from the modules which are local_server, supporting_server and ordinary_downloader. These 

modules provide the download information to this module. With the help of this information it connects the server by the HTTP 

Request and gets the response using HTTP Response. Two streams created to read and write the file. Read operation happened at 

the server and write operation happened at the local storage. Buffer is used to transport the bytes of values from the server to 

local computer through the stream. 

 Merge 

This module invoked after the download process. Download module passes the various file locations to this merge module. It 

gets all the parts from every other computer. This operation accomplished only when there is a network connection between the 

computers. After all parts copied to the local server computer, the merge operation started. With the help of the stream all parts 

are combined into a single file. 

 Splitting Process 

This software splitting the files at the time of downloading with the help of number users participating the download process, the 

index number of every users and the total file size. Index value and the number of user value are received from the computer 

where download invoked. The total file size received from the internet. Every computer has to calculate the starting and ending 

value of the part size. Starting and ending value can be calculated as follows, 

 

V. APPLICATIONS 

It can be used inside the institutions to download large amount of data. Now a day’s many gaming software, graphical animation 

software and development software are large in size. If we have more than one computer and internet connection, we can use this 

software to download those files. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Thus our project enables multiple users to involve in the process of downloading using idle resources which reduces the time 

taken for downloading in other software.  
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